
Han-Son Lee is the founder of DaddiLife-the UK’s leading platform for Millennial
dads, with over 150,000 fathers in the community. He has led a number of
pioneering research projects into the Dad Market, including The Dad Index- the
UK’s first piece of research exclusively focussed on millennial dads and their
detailed parental role at home. He also led the research on “The Millennial Dad
at Work”   - a comprehensive study of the work/life balance issues affecting
today's generation of dads at work, in association with Deloitte that has achieved
stand out attention in the National and HR press. Alongside flexible working, he
has campaigned extensively for a number of other parental areas including Shared
Parental Leave. https://www.daddilife.com
 
James Millar is editor of the workingdads.co.uk website. Which he describes as a
site for men for whom work isn't working. As well as featuring tons of job
adverts for flexible and part time jobs the aim is to share best practice, news and
case studies to help and encourage men to find the work life balance they want
through flexible working, part time working and extra paternity leave. He is also
the co-author of two books - The Gender Agenda which was published in 2017 and
Dads Don't Babysit published in 2018. And he's a veteran podcaster who currently
produces A Podcast of One's Own with Julia Gillard for the Global Institute for
Women's Leadership at King's College London and the Brexit Breakdown podcast
for the UK in a  Changing Europe think tank. Last but not least he's the main
carer for his two children!
 
Ian Dinwiddy is the founder of Inspiring Dads a coaching business that helps
stressed dads to balance work and fatherhood by providing space and time to talk
about their pressures. We focus on helping our dads to create and achieve
meaningful family goals. This typically leads to improved well-being,
performance, and equality both in the home and at work. www.Inspiringdads.co.uk

‘Another Bloody Tangent’ Zoomcast pushes the envelope in unknown directions as the life
of leadership is laid bare. host Lou Banks will be unravelling personal experiences of life
as a leader during the unprecedented covid-19 crisis, revealing first hand accounts of
overcoming challenge in business, finding relief during high pressure and uncovering how
to get ready for and recover from adversity to rebuild a thriving work place culture.
featuring some of the UK biggest names in business All Zoomcasts are filmed in one take -
so you can enjoy raw unedited insight like never before.

For our first ever Rising Vibe Zoomcast we are talking to not just one but a panel of leaders on all things
working dads - James Millar, Han-son lee and ian dinwiddy. With many more working dads working from
home and having to cope with childcare and home-schooling in the midst of covid-19 we'll be asking for
insight on how to juggle this unprecedented work life challenge and find relief where balance may feel
unobtainable. As a collective these three men  are leading the campaign for normalizing shared parental
leave, addressing the imbalance of paternity leave packages, closing the gender pay gap and encouraging
employers to support flexible working for both mums and dads.

Episode one: juggling an impossible work-life balance before,
during and after covid-19

guests
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